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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a method for interpolating multi-
view imagery which uses structured depth maps and multiview
video plus inter-view connection information to represent a three-
dimensional (3D) scene. The structured depth map consists of an
inter-view consistent principal depth map and auxiliary depth in-
formation. The structured depth maps address the inconsistencies
among estimated depth maps which may degrade the quality of
rendered virtual views. Generated from multiple depth observa-
tions, the structuring of the depth maps is based on tested and adap-
tively chosen inter-view connections. Further, the use of connec-
tion information on the multiview video minimizes distortion due
to varying illumination in the interpolated virtual views. Our ap-
proach improves the quality of rendered virtual views by up to 4 dB
when compared to the reference MPEG view synthesis software for
emerging multimedia services like 3D television and free-viewpoint
television. Our approach obtains first the structured depth maps and
the corresponding connection information. Second, it exploits the
inter-view connection information when interpolating virtual views.

1. INTRODUCTION

The wide availability of low-cost digital cameras enables us to
acquire multiview imagery from various viewpoints of dynamic
natural three-dimensional (3D) scenes by utilizing camera arrays.
Three-dimensional television (3D TV) and free-viewpoint televi-
sion (FTV) are emerging visual media applications that use mul-
tiview imagery [1]. 3D TV aims to provide a natural 3D-depth
impression of dynamic 3D scenes, while FTV enables viewers to
freely choose their viewpoint of real world scenes. In conventional
multiview systems, view interpolation is required for smooth transi-
tions among captured views. Usually, view interpolation uses multi-
ple views and depth maps acquired from different viewpoints. Each
depth map gives information about the distance between the cor-
responding camera and the objects in the 3D scene. Depth maps
for chosen viewpoints are estimated by establishing stereo corre-
spondences only between nearby views [2]. However, the estimated
depth maps of different viewpoints usually demonstrate only a weak
inter-view consistency [3]. These inconsistent depth maps affect
negatively the quality of view rendering.

To enable these emerging visual media, two approaches are usu-
ally considered. The first approach utilizes multiple views with mul-
tiple corresponding depth maps. This requires high bandwidth and
storage capacities. The second approach utilizes layered depth im-
ages [4]. This is a more efficient data representation. However,
the layered structure is defined with respect to a single viewpoint.
This may be disadvantageous, if novel viewpoints differ signifi-
cantly from the reference viewpoint. In contrast to this approach,
Muller et al. [5] keep the layers at their original positions to maxi-
mize data coverage and merge them into a single buffer to obtain a
optimal data representation. However, this may lead to distortions
due to varying illumination among views.

In this paper, we use depth-based rendering techniques [6] and
take advantage of structured depth maps, multiview video (MVV),
and inter-view connection information from multiple reference
viewpoints to render high quality virtual views. The structured
depth map comprises an inter-view consistent principal depth map

and additional auxiliary depth information. Based on the consistent
principal depth, we explain extraction and use of auxiliary depth
information to handle depth discontinuities at virtual viewpoints to
improve the visual quality of rendered virtual views. In [3], we test
inter-view connection evidence of the estimated depth pixels at mul-
tiple reference viewpoints and use the resulting consistent depth to
render a virtual view. The experiments show that this testing offers
a visually improved rendered view for a given virtual viewpoint.
In [3], we also recalculated the inter-view connection evidence for
each new virtual view.

In contrast to our previous work in [3], we generate only once
the inter-view connection information with respect to the principal
viewpoint in order to render multiple virtual views by using struc-
tured depth maps and multiview video. The proposed method ob-
tains first the inter-view consistent depth map and extracts the inter-
view connection information at the principal viewpoint. Second,
the method utilizes the resulting inter-view connectivity informa-
tion and the structured depth map to render multiple virtual views.
Further, this inter-view connectivity information facilitates smooth
transitions among multiview imagery with improved visual quality
and minimizes the impact of changing illumination on the rendered
views.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we summarize the depth consistency testing algo-
rithm (DCTA) to obtain the inter-view consistent principal depth
map. In Section 3, we propose structured depth-image-based ren-
dering with the inter-view connection information and its advantage
over layered depth approaches. Section 4 presents our experimental
results on virtual view rendering. Finally, Section 5 gives conclud-
ing remarks.

2. DEPTH CONSISTENCY TESTING

As conventionally estimated depth maps usually show weak inter-
view consistency, we proposed a method in [3] to achieve inter-
view depth consistency at a given viewpoint. As summarized in
Fig. 1, the algorithm warps more than two depth maps frommultiple
reference viewpoints to the principal viewpoint p. At this stage, the
reference depth maps are used for 3D warping. Small holes that
occur during warping are filled by using a 3x3 median filter.

In the next stage, the consistency among all warped depth val-
ues at the principal viewpoint is examined. To assess consistency,
the absolute differences between all possible pairs of depth values
for each given principal pixel are determined. For example, with n
reference views, there are up to N = n!

(n−2)!2! possible pairs of depth
values for a given pixel. This can be represented by the following
symmetric matrix

ADM =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0 Δ1,2 . . . Δ1,n
Δ1,2 0 . . . Δ2,n
...

...
. . .

...
Δ1,n Δ2,n . . . 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (1)

where ADM is the absolute difference matrix of all possible pairs
of the depth values at the principal pixel for a given frame f , and
Δ j,k = |d j − dk| is the absolute difference of depth values between
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Figure 1: Block diagram for extracting the inter-view connection
and the principal depth map.

warped depth map j and warped depth map k at the principal pixel.
Indexes j,k = {1, . . . ,n} represent the warped views from differ-
ent viewpoints, where j < k. Since the ADM is symmetric with
diagonal elements being zero, its upper triangular part is sufficient
for testing. Each Δ j,k is a inter-view connection evidence, which
is a measure of depth consistency between the corresponding depth
pairs (d j,dk) at the principal pixel.

2.1 Inter-View Connection Evidence Testing
Now, each inter-view connection evidence is tested by checking the
corresponding value of Δ j,k in the ADM for a given principal pixel.
As a result of this testing, we get the inter-view connection infor-
mation across multiple reference view and the inter-view consistent
principal depth map. If a inter-view connection evidence is less than
a given connection threshold, the evidence is accepted and it is as-
sumed that the corresponding two depth values in the two warped
depth maps are consistent for the given principal pixel. Hence, these
consistent depth pixels have a consistent depth representation of the
corresponding 3D object point in world coordinates. Otherwise,
the connection evidence is rejected and it is assumed that the cor-
responding two depth pixels in the two warped depth maps do not
have a consistent depth representation. The connection threshold Tf
relates to the quality of the connectivity and defines a criterion for
depth consistency testing for each frame f according to

Tf = μ f +λσ f , (2)

where μ f and σ f are the mean and the standard deviation of all
Δ j,k in the ADM per frame, respectively. The appropriate value of
the parameter λ ∈ [0,1] is manually chosen for each test sequence.
In the experiments, λ = 0.8 is chosen to maximize the objective
quality for most of the test sequences.

Based on the inter-view connection evidence in the ADM per
pixel, various cases of inter-view connectivity can arise, as depicted
in Fig. 2. The different cases of inter-view connectivity and the
corresponding pixel selection from multiple reference viewpoints
are tested.

For any accepted connection, the resulting inter-view connec-
tivity information is used to choose consistent depth values for prin-
cipal pixels. Further, this resulting inter-view connectivity informa-
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Figure 2: Possible cases of inter-view connectivity for n= 3.

tion with respect to the principal view is used for rendering virtual
views as described in the Section 3.

To determine the final depth value at a principal pixel, we av-
erage the consistent depth values. However, if the reference views
are captured by using irregular camera-baseline distances between
viewpoints, we estimate the final depth value at the principal pixel
by weighted-baseline averaging of the consistent depth values. This
exploitation of inter-view connectivity also enhances the depth map
of the chosen principal viewpoint.

3. STRUCTURED-DEPTH-IMAGE-BASEDRENDERING

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the structured-depth-image-based
rendering technique which utilizes the inter-view connection infor-
mation as obtained by the DCTA and multiview video. An inter-
view consistent principal depth map and auxiliary depth informa-
tion for various required viewpoints constitutes the structured depth
map. When the principal depth map is warped, areas affected by
occlusion result in depth discontinuities. As depth information is
not available at the principal viewpoint, we fill occluded areas with
depth information from the reference depth maps at the same view-
point. The information needed to fill these affected areas is usually
very small and we call it auxiliary depth information. In the follow-
ing, we describe structured depth maps and auxiliary depth infor-
mation in more detail. Furthermore, we explain structured-depth-
image-based rendering with inter-view connection information.

3.1 Structured Depth Maps
The structured depth map d∗ can be denoted by

d∗ = {dp,d′}, (3)

where dp is an inter-view consistent principal depth map at the
principal viewpoint p as obtained by the DCTA in [3] and d′ =
{. . . , d′p−2, d

′
p−1,d

′
p+1, d

′
p+2, . . .} is a set of auxiliary depth values

at given reference viewpoints. The cardinality |d′| of the set d′ de-
pends on the number of reference views used for depth consistency
testing to obtain the principal depth map dp. Let dr , r ∈ {1, . . . ,n},
represent an arbitrary reference depth map from viewpoint r which
is used in the depth consistency testing to obtain a principal depth
map at viewpoint p. The cardinality of the set d′ is defined by

|d′|=
{

(n−1) if p= r, ∀ r,
n if p �= r, ∀ r, (4)

where n is the number of reference views used in the depth consis-
tency testing.

3.2 Extraction of Auxiliary Depth Information
To obtain the auxiliary depth information d′i at the viewpoint i, we
first warp the consistent principal depth map dp to i. By detect-
ing discontinuities in the warped depth map at i, we identify areas
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Figure 3: Structured-depth-image-based rendering.
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Figure 4: Extraction of auxiliary depth information.

which are affected by occlusion with respect to the principal view p
and generate an occlusion mask. Using this mask, we extract depth
information from the reference depth map di that corresponds to oc-
cluded areas. With that, we have the auxiliary depth information at
i with respect to the principal view p, as shown in Fig. 4.

3.3 Rendering with Inter-View Connection Information
To obtain enhanced depth maps at other viewpoints of a 3D scene,
we warp the consistent principal depth map to other viewpoints.
The occluded areas in warped depth maps are filled by using auxil-
iary depth information. The resulting depth maps at multiple view-
points are inter-view consistent with respect to the principal view-
point, as shown in Fig 5.

For rendering, we choose a virtual viewpoint v∗ which is lo-
cated between the principal viewpoint and an auxiliary viewpoint.
First we warp the principal depth map from p to all required auxil-
iary viewpoints. By checking discontinuities in the warped princi-
pal depth map at the auxiliary viewpoints, we identify areas which
are visible due to warping from viewpoint p to auxiliary viewpoints.
This location information about the holes and the information in the
auxiliary depth information is identical because both are obtained
by warping of the same principal depth map. Hence, the newly
exposed areas in the principal depth map at a particular auxiliary
viewpoint are filled by the corresponding auxiliary viewpoint infor-
mation obtain from the set d′. Note that this location information
does not need to be transmitted or stored additionally. The resulting
depth maps are augmented by auxiliary depth information at auxil-
iary viewpoints, which are inter-view consistent with respect to the
principal viewpoint.

Now, by checking discontinuities in the warped principal depth
map at v∗, we identify areas which are affected by occlusion with
respect to p and generate a principal occlusion mask. The inter-view
connectivity information is not available for the occluded areas at
v∗ because the connectivity information is obtained with respect to
p. Hence, we mask the inter-view connection information for the
occluded areas by using the principal occlusion mask for rendering
the view at v∗.

For each given virtual pixel, the masked inter-view connec-
tion information provides information about the connected refer-
ence views, as shown in Fig 6. Therefore, we warp texture pixels
from multiple reference viewpoints to the viewpoint v∗ according
to the masked inter-view connection information for viewpoint v∗
by using the resulting |d′| depth maps at auxiliary viewpoints and
the principal depth map. If there is no inter-view connection infor-

v1v2 v3

Figure 6: Example for inter-view connection information with three
reference views.

mation available for a virtual pixel, the proposed rendering is not
able to determine a virtual view pixel-intensity from the reference
views. In this case, we set a mask for inpainting to determine the
pixel-intensity values for such unconnected inter-view pixels at the
virtual view. If there is an inter-view connection information avail-
able for the virtual pixel, we use the connectivity information to
warp the specified pixels in the reference views to the virtual view-
point.

To determine the final pixel-intensity in the virtual-view, we
used various approaches depending upon the baseline scenario and
the varying illumination condition among reference views. If the
pixel intensities of inter-view connected reference pixels are simi-
lar, averaging of the warped pixel intensities is feasible. However, if
the pixel intensities among the connected and warped texture views
vary significantly due to varying illumination, we assume that the
virtual pixel value is best described by the warped texture pixel of
the nearest reference view. The reference view which has minimum
baseline-distance from the virtual viewpoint is defined as the near-
est view. In this case, we simply set the pixel intensity in the virtual
view by copying the pixel-intensity information from the warped
texture pixel of the nearest reference view that is connected. If the
reference views are captured from multiple viewpoints using irreg-
ular camera baseline distances between viewpoints, we estimate the
virtual pixel intensity by weighted-baseline averaging of the con-
nected and warped pixel intensities. Further, to determine the vir-
tual pixel-intensity, the advantage of color consistency testing could
be exploited too.

3.3.1 Hole Filling and Inpainting
Increasing the number of reference views is likely to decrease hole
areas. However, holes cannot be ruled out completely. Therefore,
holes are detected by checking the unconnected inter-view pixels at
the virtual view in the inter-view connectivity information. If some
holes remain due to unconnected inter-view pixels, they are filled
by inpainting [7] using an inpainting mask which is defined for the
unconnected inter-view pixels.

3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Difference to Layered Depth Approaches
Several approaches have been proposed for the representation of
natural 3D scenes and a well-known representation is the layered
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(a) Estimated depth maps as obtained by MPEG depth estimation reference software 5.0.

(b) Inter-view consistent depth maps as obtained by using a structured depth map.

Figure 5: Comparison of estimated reference depth maps and inter-view consistent depth maps for Pantomime.

depth image (LDI) [4]. LDIs enhance the basic depth image by
storing multiple pairs of associated color and depth values for each
pixel of the original image. However, the number of layers depends
on the scene complexity and the required synthesis quality. LDIs are
further explored by Zitnick et al. [8], Cheng et al. [9], and Muller
et al. [5] for multiview imagery. For LDI with multiview input im-
agery, each pixel has to undergo two warping processes for final
rendering, which can degrade the quality of rendered views [4]. As
investigated in [5], there are two main approaches. In the first ap-
proach, views are warped towards the principal viewpoint to obtain
a single buffer that leads to a considerable loss of information due to
warping, similar to [4]. In the second approach, merging auxiliary
views without warping in a single buffers may lead to distortions
due to different illumination among the views, which are also visi-
ble in the rendered views. We reduce these effects on the rendering
by using the original reference views and by keeping the auxiliary
depth information at the original viewpoints without merging it into
a single viewpoint.

However, the inconsistency among the depth maps affects the
visual quality of the rendered views negatively. Therefore, instead
of using an individually estimated depth map for rendering, we pro-
pose the structured-depth-image-based rendering with inter-view
connectivity information. More than two estimated depth maps
from multiple viewpoints of a given 3D scene are used to obtain
the consistent principal depth map by depth consistency testing [3].
However, Zitnick et al. [8] use only a constraint to ensure consis-
tency across layers which is based on a disparity space distribution
for each segment under the assumption that all pixels within a seg-
ment have the same disparity. In contrast to this, our consistency
testing is a statistical approach which is based on a defined value
for depth of a 3D point and inter-view connectivity information.
The resulting principal depth map and the corresponding resulting
structured depth maps provide a inter-view consistent depth repre-
sentation of the 3D scene across multiple viewpoints, as shown in
Fig. 5. The consistently structured depth maps allow for smooth
navigation among rendered views at multiple viewpoints with im-
proved visual quality.

4. RENDERING EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To evaluate the proposed structured depth-image-based rendering
which exploits inter-view pixel-connectivity, we assess the quality
of rendered virtual views. Wemeasure the objective video quality of
the rendered view at a given viewpoint by means of the Peak Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) with respect to the captured view of a real
camera at the same viewpoint. We use the standard Motion Picture
Expert Group (MPEG) multiview video test sequences, Pantomime,
Dog, Newspaper, Lovebird1, and Mobile [10]. We estimate the re-

quired depth maps by using the MPEG 3DV/FTVDepth Estimation
Reference Software (DERS) 5.0 [11, 12].

In the experiments, we render views at two virtual viewpoints.
For example, we use first the estimated reference depth maps at odd
reference viewpoints to obtain the principal depth map and the inter-
view connectivity information at the viewpoint p by depth consis-
tency testing. Note, the principal view is chosen among the odd
reference viewpoints. Second, depth maps at the auxiliary view-
points are obtained by using the extracted set d′ of auxiliary depth
information and the principal depth map. Usually, the percentage of
auxiliary depth information with respect to the principal depth map
depends on many factors, i.e., the number of reference depth maps
used to obtain the principal depth map, the baseline distance be-
tween the reference depth maps, and the accuracy of the reference
depth estimation algorithm. For example, for the three reference
view scenario, the average percentage of auxiliary depth informa-
tion for Dog (averaged over 50 frames) is about 0.6%. However,
the average percentage of auxiliary depth information for Love-
bird1 (averaged over 50 frames) is about 1.0%. Further, we use
the principal depth map and the resulting depth maps at auxiliary
viewpoints to warp original texture views according to the masked
inter-view connectivity information to render virtual views at two
even virtual viewpoints, as described in Section 3.

Table 1: Quality of rendered virtual views.
MPEG Virtual Proposed VSRS �Y-PSNR
Test View Method 3.5 [dB]
Data [dB] (a) [dB] (b) (a-b)

Pantomime 38 38.03 36.81 1.22
(p= 39) 40 39.96 36.62 3.34
Dog 38 35.20 34.05 1.15

(p= 39) 40 33.10 28.24 4.86
Lovebird1 05 32.80 31.94 0.86
(p= 04) 07 30.50 30.32 0.18
Newspaper 02 31.29 30.73 0.56
(p= 03) 04 30.72 29.52 1.20
Mobile 04 42.60 41.36 1.24
(p= 05) 06 41.97 39.94 2.03

The proposed algorithm is compared to the synthesized virtual
view as obtained by the MPEG 3DV/FTV View Synthesis Refer-
ence Software 3.5 (VSRS 3.5) [12, 13]. The synthesis reference
software is based on the depth-image-based rendering technique
provided by Nagoya University for MPEG 3DV/FTV exploration
experiments. It uses two reference views, left and right, to synthe-
size a virtual view by using the two corresponding reference depth
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Figure 7: Rendered views at two virtual viewpoints.

maps. The reference software mainly employs pixel-by-pixel map-
ping for depth maps and texture views, hole filling, view blending,
and inpainting for the remaining holes. We synthesize virtual views
by using the general synthesis mode with quarter-pel precision.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the average (over 50 frames)
luminance signal Y-PSNR (in dB) of the rendered virtual views
using (a) the proposed structured view rendering and (b) MPEG
3D/FTV VSRS 3.5, respectively. The presented structured view
rendering is based on inter-view connection information and offers
improvements of up to 4 dB. The improvement of the quality de-
pends on the input reference depth maps from various viewpoints
which are used to obtain the consistent principal depth map. Note
that here view interpolation is achieved with only one set of con-
sistently structured depth maps and the corresponding inter-view
connection information. This is in contrast to the work in [3] where
depth consistency testing has been performed for each interpolated
pixel. This demonstrates the efficiency of our consistently struc-
tured depth images to represent 3D scenes. Fig. 7 shows rendered
views at two viewpoints for subjective evaluation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed structured depth-image-based rendering
which exploits the inter-view connectivity information among mul-
tiview video and takes advantage of a consistent principal depth map

as obtained by depth consistency testing. By using the structured
depth map and the connectivity information, we addresses the prob-
lems of inter-view depth inconsistencies and varying illumination
conditions. Consistently structured depth maps permit an appeal-
ing 3D scene representation on the encoder side by avoiding depth
consistency testing for each interpolated pixel on the decoder side.
Structured depth improves the subjective visual quality as well as
the objective quality of rendered views by up to 4 dB when com-
pared to the views rendered by VSRS 3.5.
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